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With great pleasure we present a special issue entitled «THz summer 2010 in Russia» in the
«International Journal of Infrared and Millimeter Waves». The idea of publishing this Issue
arose after the International Symposium «Terahertz radiation: Generation and Application»
held in Novosibirsk, July, 26–31, 2010 which for the first time in Russia brought together
scientists from different fields whose subject of research falls into the terahertz frequency
range. The Issue includes twelve papers, which were first presented as plenary and invited
talks at several conferences and symposia held in 2010 in Russia. Despite its moderate
volume the papers comprehensively show the modern trends of this field in Russia. The
first Special issues devoted to up-to-date topics of terahertz optics, optoelectronics and
spectroscopy date back to 2009–2010 when they were published in “Optics and
Spectroscopy” Journal (vol. 107, N4 and vol. 108, N6).
The Russian scientific community working in this area is growing considerably every
year because young scientists join this field, research groups are created and collaborate
intensly with other research groups worldwide. It becomes evident that this dynamically
growing scientific field has evoked interest of the Russian scientific community. Researches
and engineers from adjacent field of knowledge have been actively looking for ways of
using of electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz frequency range in earlier developed
optical technologies in order to obtain new knowledge and new materials.
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